READERS – INTERMEDI 2 – 2018/2019
Eat, Pray, Love, by Elizabeth Gilbert.
Oxford Bookworms level 4.
ISBN: 9780194786164
Summary: Elizabeth Gilbert, a successful writer, had everything - a
husband, friends, a big house in New York. But one day she realized
she did not want any of it. A new relationship brought more heartbreak,
deep depression followed, and in desperation, she started to pray. She
decided to spend a year without any new relationships, and to travel in
Italy, India, and Indonesia, searching for meaning in her life. This
memoir is the true story of her journey of discovery through pleasure,
religion, and back to love again.

Desert, Mountain, Sea, by Sue Leather.
Oxford Bookworms level 4.
ISBN: 9780194791694
Summary: Three different parts of the world, but all of them
dangerous, lonely places. Three different women, but all of them
determined to go - and to come back alive! Robyn Davidson
walked nearly 3,000 kilometres across the Australian desert - with
a dog and four camels. Arlene Blum led a team of ten women to
the top of Annapurna - one of the highest mountains in the world.
Only eight came down again. Naomi James sailed around the
world alone, on a journey lasting more than 250 days.

The Amsterdam Connection, by Sue Leather.
Cambridge English Readers.
ISBN: 0521686326
Summary: Journalist Kate Jensen is shocked when her friend Max is
found murdered in Amsterdam. She goes there to search for her
friend's killer and starts asking questions at the football club he
owned. It soon becomes clear that someone doesn't want her to get
any answers and Kate discovers that football can be a very
dangerous game indeed.

But was it murder?, by Jania Barrell
Cambridge English Readers.
ISBN: 9780521686594
Summary: Alex Forley had everything: good looks, money, a beautiful
house in London, an attractive girlfriend and a close group of friends.
But now he is dead - an apparent case of suicide. Detective Inspector
Rod Eliot isn't sure Alex killed himself and he wants the answers to
two simple questions. Was it murder? And if so, who did it?

The University Murders, by Richard McAndrew.
Cambridge English Readers.
ISBN: 9780521536608
Summary: Billy Marr, a local misfit, claims he has murdered someone in
an Edinburgh park. Inspector Logan and Sergeant Grant don't believe
him - Billy has lied many times in the past about crimes he hasn't
committed. But then a young woman is found dead in the park. Soon
there is another body. Perhaps Billy is not so innocent after all.

Windows of the Mind, by Frank Brennan.
Cambridge English Readers.
ISBN: 9780521686129
Summary: Five stories about the senses: Arlo hates noise and has a
plan to bring the world silence. Gopal uses smell to protect the memory
of his sister. Journalist Kathy uses her blindness to get a clear picture
of human characters. Daniel has a tongue that earns him a living but
could also be his downfall. And Jamie learns to balance the benefits of
t'ai chi in his search for health and happiness.

